“H.N.G.U. Workshop of English 2018”

A workshop was organized in H.N.G.U. Patan sponsored by the U.G.C. on career
counseling for three days from 3rd Feb. to 5th Feb. 2018.
Names of eight students of special English from HAJI D.V.A Jafari Art and Commerce
college, participated in this workshop are given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Molpiya Tahera M.
Loriya SajedaFatema I.
Sunasara Sakerafatema A.
Sunasara RahatFatema H.
Vadhniya SakeraFatema H.
Surti Bilkisfatema K.
Kadiwala MaherajFatema H.
Parmar Nirali D.

The main objective of this workshop was to teach the students “How to build their career
in the field of Languages?”
The workshop was inaugurated by the vice chancellor of H.N.G.U. Patan B.A.Prajapati.
In the first lecture, Prof. Hetal Patel, the H.O.D. of English Department inspired and
motivated the students on the first day. Her main emphasis was on, “why we study
literature?” She also explained the importance of Art faculties.
Prof. Mishra explained the important of success and the ways of getting success.
On the next day, Prof. Nasim Mahuvakar, a learned teacher and a creative artist spoke on
creative writing and thinking. Her one sentence was very striking “start thinking in a
different way”. She also explains how to become successful through creativity.
Then Prof. Tapas Chakravati and Prof. Hetal Patel delivered a lecture on different
aspects of Renaissance.
Besides Prof. Bhoomi Gurjar explained ‘Feminism’ and explained the Rights of the
women in the society. She also emphasized on the point that “the society is illumined by
women”.

Besides this, cultural program was arranged by the local students in which various
students showed their talents.
On the final day of this workshop, the M.A. Students of the department gave important
information regarding the first and the second world wars.
There after Prof. R.K. Mandaliya of S.P. University explained the importance of art
faculty and various scopes after B.A. He also explained how to be a successful in life.
We thank to our respected Principal Siddhi ma’am & Prof. Jigar Sir of arts and
commerce college, Sedrana for allowing us to attend this workshop.
At last we are very much thankful to kamran hostel, patan who had given us permission
to stay there for three days.
Respectfully submitted,
Molapiya Tahera M. ( T.Y.B.A)

